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It’s been written on these pages before. It’s included later 
in this issue in setting up our series of on-site stories. And 
it will continue to be emphasized.

What is it? Actually, “it” is two related statements. One, 
education and workforce development are the keys to our 
state’s economic success. Two, it’s no coincidence that 
Outstanding Talent is the top driver in our Indiana Vision 
2025 plan.

Few will argue with the education-workforce importance. 
Many will disagree, however, on the missing ingredient. 
Are schools not producing students with the skills needed for college and careers? Are 
employers simply complaining about the quality of the workforce but not doing enough 
to be part of the solution?

I suggest that after reading the stories in this edition you will see that some positive 
steps are taking place. More people are bypassing the blame game and collaborating to 
do what’s best for today’s students and tomorrow’s workers.

But those signs of hope emerge from a still threatening cloud. In too many cases, the 
alliances are just beginning. In too many cases, educators have not been going into the 
workplace to see for themselves how they can best align the classroom concepts with 
today’s job realities. In too many cases, employers have not led the way in teaming with 
educators to secure that needed alignment.

At one of the places our staff visited, the president of a leading business said (and I 
paraphrase) about education-business-community efforts, “We try things and we make 
mistakes. We keep doing the ones that work and adjust those that don’t.”

The simple nature of that approach should not diminish its importance. 

Be proactive! Be bold! 

Why? Only because the future of our young people, the future of the businesses that are 
our economic engines and the future of our communities is dependent on our success.
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Indiana Chamber Mission:

Cultivate a world-class environment which 
provides economic opportunity and prosperity 
for the people of Indiana and their enterprises.
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